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And we’re off
[regulars‘ celebration week 2020]
Every four years since 1988, we’ve honoured the many friendships between loyal
guests and locals in the Tuxertal with a very special event: The Regulars’
Celebration Week. Time to put June 27 to July 5, 2020 in your diary – don’t miss it!.

[welcome]
Nothing recharges body & mind more
beautifully than a few days at the Hotel
Neuhintertux! And you know in your
heart that you don’t need a compelling
reason to visit us in the Tuxertal anyway.
Nonetheless, here’s our latest news roundup
to make the temptation of a visit even
harder to resist. Speaking of temptation:
Ever since Alexander Tiebel started his
reign in our hotel kitchen, our diners (and
lunchers, and breakfasters) have enjoyed
the most amazing foodie delights. The
feedback on his culinary exploits has been
exceptional so we are definitively keeping
him. We’d like you to meet the man who’s
been serving up so many treats so we’ve
had a chat with him. Back after four years
and obviously the next big thing on our
agenda is the Regulars’ Celebration Week in
June 2020. We as the host family are already
looking forward to it and putting together an
entertaining programme. You’ll find a sneak
preview of the week long festivities on the
following pages. Our tip: Neuhintertux will
be buzzing so put the date in your diary and
book your room without delay! Incidentally,
21 of our rooms got a serious makeover
last year. To fund the 2018 renovations, we
tried an innovative new financing model.
Thanks to a number of our loyal guests, our
crowdinvesting venture was a huge success
and we’d like to thank all our investors
for their trust and support. And last but
not least: As this edition of our Huagacht
newspaper is a slimmed down version we
recommend a visit to our website which has
now been completely revamped. Go on and
surf through our hotel! We hope you’ll be
inspired and of course tempted by our offers
which can all be booked online. So don’t
leave it too long and join us for some serious
fun and frolics at the Neuhintertux soon!

T

here is still time until the next gathering
of guests and hosts in the Tuxertal but the
preparations for our regulars’ celebration
week in the summer of 2020 are already in full
swing. After eight previous occasions we are getting
pretty good at this so you can expect a party to
remember. "The relationship between locals and
guests here in the Tuxertal is something very
special. Many visitors return year after year and
have built firm friendships in the valley.
This week is all about celebrating these bonds,
but we also want to honour the loyalty of our
guests over these many years. As host in our
family hotel Neuhintertux and chairman of the
tourist board Tux-Finkenberg, I actually have not
one but two reasons to look forward to and relish
this event," professes Markus Tipotsch.

with best wishes

Tipotsch
your host family Tipotsch
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Sneak preview
We’re working flat out on a programme to delight
and enchant each and every visitor. One of the
highlights this time round will be a street festival
with lots of street performers and a grand opening
concert. Our star guest will be an artist who had
a successful first career as a ski racer. And it goes
without saying that we’ll serve up a smorgasbord of
culinary delights at this most colourful street party.
Another and always hugely popular fixture will be
a look behind the scenes of the Hintertux glacier
cable car and of course the gala evening with live
music, live entertainment and plenty of cheer in
our splendid festival marquee. If you’d rather be
outdoors, take part in our golf tournament or our
by now legendary hike under the stars, complete
with a traditional blessing on the mountain top.
There will be plenty more going on during our week
of celebrations in 2020 but we’ll keep a few things
under wraps just now. So you’ll just have to join
us and experience the best of Tuxertal hospitality
for yourself: See you soon, right?

Perfect is just about good enough
[the master of our kitchen]
Chef Alexander Tiegel and his team have been cooking up a storm in our hotel kitchen
since September 2018. We had a chat with him about all things homemade
and his occasionally offbeat approach.

Alexander, you’re not a local but you just about talk
like one.
Alexander: Thanks for the compliment! I was born in
Thuringia and have seen quite a bit of the world but
after so many years in the Tyrol I should hope that
even as a guy from Eastern Germany I’m getting to
grips with the Zillertaler dialect.
You’ve worked in various hotels and restaurants
and have gathered many years of experience in top
establishments. You ran your own restaurant in
Mayrhofen for 15 years and spent some time in the
States. What has shaped you the most?
Alexander: Only possible answer: My time in Palm
Beach, Florida! It was amazing to cook such a vast
variety of dishes from around the world. Among
other things, I had the privilege to learn from a real
sushi master. We would put on themed gourmet
menus and I’d spoil our diners with delicious sushi.

Alexander: Exactly. Kobe beef is considered one
of the best in the world. It is heavily marbled and
simply unsurpassed in terms of tenderness and
taste. As a trained butcher, I will personally see to
making the most of the entire beast. Unlike many
other chefs, I don’t just use selected cuts. I am a
firm supporter of the nose to tail approach. You’d be
amazed at how tasty cheaper cuts of meat can be.
What’s most important in your cooking?

You’re also a master at dishing up an excellent steak
and you’ve come up with a very tasty offer.
Alexander: There is nothing like a juicy piece of
meat! I love steaks! As part of our evening menu and
for a very modest extra charge, we now offer guests
the option of a steak done just as they like instead
of the main course, whether it’s T-bone, sirloin,
ribeye or filet.
Where do you buy your meat?
Alexander: Exclusively from the Tyrol! Top quality
meat is my first priority and to improve it even
further, it’s hung and matured at our village butcher.
Not long ago, I even managed to buy an entire Kobe
beast from a Zillertal farmer. It’s still alive, happily
munching grass on the meadow...
...and presumably getting looked after very well so
the quality of the meat should be outstanding.

Alexander: Fresh ingredients, locally sourced, few
convenience products. That's why I also prefer to
make my own pasta or ravioli. And salads. Not your
bog standard varieties though. I like weird and
wonderful salad creations. I draw inspiration from
many sources but picked up some particularly
funky salad ideas in the States.
You’re also pretty good at homemade jams and
chutneys.
Alexander: I put my heart and soul into all my
cooking. And homemade food will always taste
better. If a local pops in with fresh blueberries,
I’m only too happy to turn them into delicious
jam. This season’s offerings already include
strawberries, apricots and plums - perfect for
our breakfast jam selection.
Your passion for food obviously goes beyond
skilful preparation. Hotel guests have positively
rhapsodized about the beauty and detail of your
buffet presentation.
Alexander: To be honest, I actually might be
suffering from a mild case of creative madness.
I picked up lots of tricks about the perfect layout
of buffets and brunches in the States. Now I am

my own harshest critic and if it ain’t perfect, I ain’t
happy with myself. A feast for the taste buds must
be a feast for the eyes as well.
A perfectionist through and through then....
Alexander: With me it’s all or nothing! I want to
serve the best possible dish to every guest every
time. I like honest dishes with no frills, but they
have to be flawless. Buonissimo, as the Italians say.

[profile]
Name: Alexander Tiebel
From: Rudolstadt/Thuringia
Age: 46
Family: Franz, 12 years old
Zillertaler resident: on and off since 1993
Career milestones (amongst others):
Hotel Alpenblick (1 toque), Sigwarts 		
Tiroler Weinstube (2 toques), Liebes
Rot-Flüh, St. Antoner Hof, The Breakers,
Palm Beach
Hobbies: good food, cycle racing, hiking, 		
mountaineering, snowboarding
Favourite food: Italian - honest cooking 		
based on outstanding ingredients
Favourite dish: flat dumpling soup
(a regular at the weekly farmer’s
style buffet)
The perfect steak: Rare – I want to hear
it moo!

Thanks a million!
[crowdinvesting]
After less than three months of renovation work during the spring of 2018, the Neuhintertux
shines & sparkles like a freshly polished gem. To a considerable extent, this rejuvenation was made
possible by a number of loyal regular guests who signed up for our crowdinvesting campaign.

I

n a complete departure from tradition, we put
our faith in people rather than banks – with
astounding success! We had earmarked around
1 million euros for the quality improvement of the
hotel's overall structure as well as the renovation
and redesign of 21 rooms. About 60 percent of the
total was to be raised through a crowdinvesting
campaign. In the context of an innovative financing
model developed jointly with the crowdinvesting
expert Finnest GmbH, we invited regular guests
to forge an even closer relationship with their
holiday home Neuhintertux by participating in
crowdfunding. In addition, the investment
promised to yield attractive returns.

Terrific support
Estimated interest rates between 2.5 and 4.5
percent, or alternatively 50 percent bonus vouchers,
were certainly an attractive form of investment.
Nevertheless, we were surprised by the number of
regulars who participated in our crowdinvesting.
We are still overjoyed and hugely grateful for their
amazing support! It gives us great pleasure to
announce that as early as April 1st 2019 (no April

more subtle level, we’ve been reminded of just
how close and precious the ties to our regular
residents effectively are. Yet again and with
feeling, we’d therefore like to say to you:
Vagelt´s Gott dausendmol!

Talk like
a local
[ziller tal dictionary]
Fool here!) we made the first interest payments
to our investors. The vouchers for all those who
opted for this form of recompense are now also
available at the reception desk of the Neuhintertux.
For us as host family, the crowdinvesting
campaign has been a twofold success. On a
practical level, we have enhanced the comfort
and feel-good factor at our hotel. On a slightly
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[package deals]

SKI Shorty Autumn

SKI Shorty Winter

13.10. – 27.10.19

27.10. – 20.12.19 | 05.01. – 31.01.20

per person starting at 556 €

per person starting at 617 €

flower powderSKI Shorty
19.04. – 22.05.20

Including: 4 nights with 3/4 gourmet board at the price
for 3, 3-day-skipass and “Glacier & Spa Luxury Pearls“.
Arrival only Sunday and Monday

per person starting at 565 €

adventTIME *

whiteWEEKS

30.11. – 21.12.19

04.01. – 01.02.20

per person starting at 1,110 €

per person starting at 1,220 €

powderSNOW

skiingDELIGHTS

01.02. – 22.02.20

29.02. – 14.03.20 | 28.03. – 04.04.20

per person starting at 1,338 €

per person starting at 1,268 €

* 7 nights 3/4 gourmet board at the price for 6

Including: 7 nights with 3/4 gourmet board, 6-dayskipass and “Glacier & Spa Luxury Pearls”

There’s always been plenty
of cheer, chat and excellent
chemistry between guests and
locals in the Tuxertal but the
Zillertal dialect does have its
pitfalls and can be tricky
to negotiate.
We would like to promote greater
understanding between our visitors and
the Zillertal folks and proudly present
the latest edition of our popular dialect
dictionary. The words and phrases
we’ve chosen will help you shine and
impress, especially when you join us for
our Regulars‘ Celebration Week in 2020.
Practice makes perfect, so keep it up and
you’ll sound like a native in no time.
Vagelt´s Gott dausendmol
– Thanks a million!
Mir segn ins woll eh?
– See you soon, right?
Redn wia a Zillachtola
– to talk like a local
die blosmuesig – brass band
auftaggln – to put on your Sunday best
Fuaßgschmatze – foot wear, shoes
Tüxar – loden skirt
Janka – cardigan
Pfoat – shirt
a lota – a man
a gsellin – a woman
bschtell´n – to order
koscht´n – to taste, to sample
tretschtang – to dance, to tap your feet
faulbera – rowan berry schnapps
roátwai – red wine
gmiatlach – cosy, jovial, convivial
ibaseunig – happy, exuberant
Zillachtola Gsong – Zillertal songs & ditties
Zuagroaster – someone lucky enough to
have moved to the Zillertal
gfiarig – convenient, useful
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